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Why?


Calibration compensates for:

model imperfections forcing imperfections
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both of these issues will be present in the ISIMIP Global Lakes simulations...

...but without in-situ data to calibrate our models
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These issues will affect ISIMIP Global Lakes simulations...

A general idea about how to deal with this:

Background

Part A: ISIMIP3 "Local" and effect of calibration

ISIMIP "Local" dataset

Simstrat calibration

Calibrated simulation

Comparison

Uncalibrated simulation

Default 
parameters

Refine?

ISIMIP "Global" dataset

Uncalibrated simulation

"Local" Results "Global" Results (?)

Part B: ISIMIP3 "Global" (?)

Success?

Effect of calibration on Simstrat Local Lakes model performance
Lake temperature data split into 
calibration and validation sets 
based on availability:

error for calibration period 
with default parameters

error for calibration period 
with calibrated parameters

error for validation period 
with default parameters

error for validation period

with calibrated parameters

Lakes show highly variable performance with 
default parameters, and calibration translates well 
from the calibration to validation time periods:

Looking in more detail, we see a systematic bias using default parameters, but this 
can be somewhat corrected post-hoc by using the mean of the calibrated parameters:
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Lake model parameters are 
highly variable after 
unconstrained calibration


But perhaps they can be 
predicted from local properties 
like wind and LW radiation 
mean and variance, lake 
surface area and depth, and 
latitude?

Patterns in the calibrated parameters?
calibrated parameters*

mean

*lakes with calibrated RMS error < 2 C
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Conclusion (so far):

So far, none of the predictors is better than the mean, 
but that's good news, because this is how modellers 
often set up their ISIMIP Global Lakes simulations:

Using mean calibrated parameter values helps with bias but still results 
in highly variable performance. Moreover, it is not yet clear how this 
performance (and bias) will translate to the ISIMIP 3b forcing.

How?


Our plan



error for calibration period 
with default parameters

error for calibration period 
with calibrated parameters

error for validation period 
with default parameters

error for validation period

with calibrated parameters

What happened?


Model performance

Lake temperature data 
split into calibration 
and validation sets 
based on availability
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Conclusion (so far):

So far, none of the predictors is better than the mean, 
but that's good news, because this is how modellers 
often set up their ISIMIP Global Lakes simulations:

Using mean calibrated parameter values helps with bias but still results 
in highly variable performance. Moreover, it is not yet clear how this 
performance (and bias) will translate to the ISIMIP 3b forcing.

What happened?


Model bias
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Conclusion (so far):

So far, none of the predictors is better than the mean, 
but that's good news, because this is how modellers 
often set up their ISIMIP Global Lakes simulations:

Using mean calibrated parameter values helps with bias but still results 
in highly variable performance. Moreover, it is not yet clear how this 
performance (and bias) will translate to the ISIMIP 3b forcing.
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Lake model parameters are 
highly variable after 
unconstrained calibration


But perhaps they can be 
predicted from local properties 
like wind and LW radiation 
mean and variance, lake 
surface area and depth, and 
latitude?

Patterns in the calibrated parameters?
calibrated parameters*
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Conclusion (so far):

So far, none of the predictors is better than the mean, 
but that's good news, because this is how modellers 
often set up their ISIMIP Global Lakes simulations:

Using mean calibrated parameter values helps with bias but still results 
in highly variable performance. Moreover, it is not yet clear how this 
performance (and bias) will translate to the ISIMIP 3b forcing.

What can we do about it?


Predicting calibrated parameters



So what?


Progress on the original plan

What happens to our ISIMIP simulations
when we don't calibrate our lake models?

Calibration compensates for:

model imperfections forcing imperfections
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Lake model parameters are 
highly variable after 
unconstrained calibration


But perhaps they can be 
predicted from local properties 
like wind and LW radiation 
mean and variance, lake 
surface area and depth, and 
latitude?

Patterns in the calibrated parameters?
calibrated parameters*

mean

*lakes with calibrated RMS error < 2 C
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Conclusion (so far):

So far, none of the predictors is better than the mean, 
but that's good news, because this is how modellers 
often set up their ISIMIP Global Lakes simulations:

Using mean calibrated parameter values helps with bias but still results 
in highly variable performance. Moreover, it is not yet clear how this 
performance (and bias) will translate to the ISIMIP 3b forcing.

not yet



So what?


Open questions
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Predict parameters based on model error?

How does this translate to other models?

How does this translate to ISIMIP 3b forcing?



So what?


Outlook
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Predict parameters based on model error?

How does this translate to other models?

How does this translate to ISIMIP 3b forcing?

> Yes.

> Joint project with other modellers arising from Girona workshop

> ?????


